American soldiers in Norwegian ports have been suspended, at the direction of Washington, in an attempt to keep the Nazis from wholly concentrating their powerful military forces in the Balkans, where they seem to be maneuvering for a decisive thrust. The Britishers are still more concerned with the Balkan campaign to date, with every likelihood that it is the painful truth, in view of the one-sided development of the Balkan campaign to date, with a decided indication toward ultimate defeat of both the panza units which seem to be befuddling all efforts to stop the lightening thrusts of the latter's panza units.
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The Japanese have been given a hard time to stay in the field, and the small numbers of experienced officers they have have not yet made up for it. However, the Japanese have not lost heart, and are still pushing forward with their attacks. The British and Greek forces have been gradually losing ground, but the Japanese have not yet been able to make a decisive breakthrough. The situation is still very much in doubt, and both sides are still pushing forward with their attacks.
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He's Tired of Formalities

Going through U. S. Customs at San Francisco after a trip from Chicago, is Miss Marnell Bartsch, one of the stars of "Can Can," United Artists, which opens here this week. The picture is a musical revue that made its debut on Broadway last summer.

New Game for Beach Lovers

With help at their disposal from the movies and radio, beach lovers are more and more likely to find surf calling than this one. Up-to-date network and film companies are instrumental in helping the film set, as a great many of them are employed there. The modern wave getter is equipped with an up-to-date board, which makes it easier to get the waves called. The modern surfer has a choice of many boards, from the most expensive to the least expensive. The modern surfer also has a choice of many wetsuits, from the most expensive to the least expensive. The modern surfer also has a choice of many wetsuits, from the most expensive to the least expensive.

NEWFOUNDLANDERS BUST—These are members of a Newfoundland regiment, part of British Royal Anticy, at training in Sussex, England, before assignment to active duty. They're carrying shells to feed to big guns. Newfoundland is counted one of Britain's oldest colonies.

Germans Pay to View Famous Victory Prize

Germans are particularly interested in a victory prize that was given to a British commander in World War II. The prize was given in recognition of the valor and gallantry of the commander in the face of enemy fire. The prize was given in recognition of the valor and gallantry of the commander in the face of enemy fire. The prize was given in recognition of the valor and gallantry of the commander in the face of enemy fire. The prize was given in recognition of the valor and gallantry of the commander in the face of enemy fire. The prize was given in recognition of the valor and gallantry of the commander in the face of enemy fire.

WEGEER Reviews Troops—General Maxime Weygand, commander of Vichy forces in North Africa, takes salute from French Legionnaires in Algiers. From left, on platform: Admiral Jean Charles Abrial, governor-general of Algeria; General Weygand, and General Francois, Legion. Weygand is one of the most prominent figures in the French military, having served in several key positions throughout his career.

Mine Sweeper and Net Tender Was Seine
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**PEACEFUL LIFE IN OLD JAPAN DESCRIBED BY AN AMERICAN**

By JOHN COLE SCGM

The road, as it ran by our house, was of red dust and red (planned to be brick) and, as it had been cut into the hillside, there was a high perpendicular bank of the same hue, not unlike that of the old Photographers' road to the water for our pond and fountain and car was bidden piping.

Above this, almost across from us and built by a pig
paddling leaving the road a little further along, was another
house, occupied. This first summer, by some Osa people
where we knew well... a Presbyterian missionary family
named Hall. They had two boys, one of about my age and
another a couple of years older, but very kind to and pro-
tection of his junior.

**Collected Butterflies**

They used to get The Youth's Companion, had... a rare
thing, an electric battery and put butterflies in what
we thought was called Sinal, which we knew was a word
in the Bible, and which was said to be printed in.

Great favorites sometimes used to be sung in two languages
at once because recent arrivals in the field, who had not yet
learned any Japanese, could not refrain from uniting in
praise with those of whom they spoke (until its offensive-
elled was, usually printed in.

**MYTHICAL HEROES**

Not All Brothers

Of course they were not all brothers save as 'the broth-
ero, and a boy whom we knew well a Presbyterian missionary family

**ENTRY FEE FOR PADDLES**

**Shunned Our Services**

**HANDICAP**

**DISPATCHED FOR FOREIGNERS**

**A Diplomatist**

**PALACE THEATRE**

**AT THE ROYAL**

**JEAN B. POOL**
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Yashiihama Boys to Moil in Island Tilt

Winners Softball League To Open April 25

Hilo Stars Beat Visiting Stars Closely

Squeezes Out Close 3-4 Victory over Guam, Hilo

Moil pplb Tashikiya, 17 to 1, and Hills All-Stars upset and
squeezed out 3-4 by Hilo in Hilo District.
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Weygand on North Africa Job

[Image: Photo of Charles Airault, previous premier of Algiers, Weygand, and General.]
新独立国家が誕生する
クロアチア民族の念願達成

独伊両国軍握手

独中傷を粉碎し
英多数の捕虜

独英の主力衝突近迫

日ソに新協定

お互いに物資を交換す

英軍、後方で橋梁爆破

英艦司令官降伏の原因

希臘司令官降伏の原因

敵戦線完全両断

一月四年六十和昭

敗戦ユーロー国内に

戦火が間近

希臘戦線完全両断

獨大軍の三路進攻作戦

日ソに新協定

帝メキシコの盟約

1万3千人を捕虜

日ソ内に物資を交換す

独ソに新協定

お互いに物資を交換す
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